
FLOOR POLISH STRIPPER has been developed for the rapid removal of 
metallised acrylic floor polishes.

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Suitable for use on vinyl, linoleum, rubber and thermoplastic 
tiles. 

 Used for removing metallised polish films from floors in schools, 
hospitals, hotels, leisure complexes, nursing homes and retail 
centres.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Work on one small area at a time
2. Dilute Floor Polish Stripper at 1:10 with warm water
3. Mop over floor area and leave for 10 minutes, apply more 

if the surface begins to dry
4. Agitate by machine or with a brush
5. Suck up residues with a floor dryer, rinse with clean water 

and dry again
6. For heavy polish applications or where polish has not 

stripped completely repeat steps 1-5
7. Rinse again with clean water adding 1 x tablespoon 

vinegar per bucket to neutralise the surface
8. Once dry the floor will be ready for re application of polish

Note: If a floor dryer is not available floors may be rinsed and 
dried with a clean mop

Rapidly removes old polish residues, dirt and grime

Concentrated

Suitable for use on vinyl, linoleum, rubber and thermoplastic tiles 
within schools, hospitals, nursing homes and leisure complexes

Highly economical in use

Highly effective one pass stripping

Light citrus fragrance
C422

Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance
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PRECAUTIONS
 
Avoid spilling, skin and eye contact.

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
 
Store upright in container provided away from thoroughfares to 
prevent accidental damage. Keep between 0 and 40°C.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data sheet available separately.

TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Liquid

COLOUR Red

ODOUR Mild citrus

SOLUBILITY
Completely soluble in 
water

RELATIVE DENSITY 1.012

pH-VALUE, CONC. 
SOLUTION

11.9

FLAMMABILITY Non Flammable

PACK SIZE 5 litre

MIRROR IMAGE 
A premium high solids slip resistant 

floor polish

VINYL & QUARRY 
Premium pine fragranced floor cleane

SAFETY FLOOR CLEANER 
Specialist cleaner for anti-slip floors

BUFF & RESTORE 
High shine spray buff floor maintainer
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